ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cancer is a public health concern worldwide that must be considered in various area of the knowledge. In USA, appear a million cases each year. In the South East of the Brazil, cancer is the second largest cause of death. The introduction of chemotherapy to combat the cancer results in significant tumors cure that didn't control with success by exclusive use of surgery and/or radiotherapy (Bonadonna, 1990) . Researchers around the world have particular attention in the study of natural products as possible source of antineoplasic agents. Due to the diversity of the chemical structures found in theses products, there are big chances to identify news molecules with anti-tumor activities. The Taxol® (commercial name for Paclitaxel) discovery offers good points for this reasoning (Holanda et al., 2008) .
According to Rhoads (1995) , while many drugs act to disrupt the cancer cells, Taxol ® paralyzes the internal structure. In the metaphase stage of cell replication, chromosome pairs split and move to the opposite ends of the cell and wait to become part of a daughter cell. Rhoads (1995) reported that these chromosomes were guided by the microtubules made of tubulin. These bundles of microtubules must be dismantled before the cell be divided. However, Taxol® prevents the cells from dividing further and essentially halts the cancer growth. It has been approved by the FDA, in the USA, for the treatment of advanced breast cancer, lung cancer, and refractory ovarian cancer. Taxol® is a diterpene compound (Fig. 1) . It has the molecular formula C H NO 47 51 14 , with molecular weigth 853.92. Taxol® is an extremely hydrophobic molecule. Its low solubility in water makes the administration of the drug difficult. However, it can be administered by dissolving in a cremaphore, alcohol, castor oil, and saline solution. The complexity of Taxol® rests primarily in its stereochemistry, which makes organic synthesis extremely difficult (Wu, 1999) . Taxol® can be isolated from the bark of the Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia). It also can be produced and recovered from the plant tissue culture (PTC) broth (Srinivasan, 1994) . The presence of a number of structurally similar compounds in the source material for Taxol®, such as cephalomannine and baccatin, complicates the recovery and purification process (Wu, 1999) . Over 100 compounds with taxane skeleton have bee isolated. A major portion of the purification cost is due to the separation of Taxol® from a large number of taxanes with similar molecular structures. In this case, Taxol® separation and purification usually involves extraction, solvent portioning, and preparative HPLC purification to eliminate the hazardous solvents and the expense associated with pressure equipment (Wu, 1999) . Conventional batch chromatography has been used for Taxol® separation from PTC broth (Wu et al., 1997) . This technique, however, is expensive and has low yield and low productivity. A simulated moving bed (SMB), which saves solvent and increases the adsorbent utilization (Borges da Silva et al., 2006) , can result in a more economical separation process. In a traditional SMB system, a series of fixed bed columns is connected to form a circuit (Fig. 2) . This circuit is divided into four zones by two inlet ports (feed and a solvent) and two outlet ports (a raffinate port, where the low-affinity mixture A is removed, and an extract port, where a high-affinity mixture B is removed). The inlet and outlet ports are periodically moved along the solvent flow direction by multiple-position valves, causing an apparent countercurrent movement between the liquid and the solid phase. As in batch chromatography, mixture A migrates faster than mixture B in the liquid flow direction. If the average feed port velocity is lower than the mixture A migration velocity and larger than mixture B migration velocity, then A will have a net velocity in the solvent flow direction relative to the feed port, while B will have a net velocity in the opposite direction. In this case, the standing wave theory says that mixture A adsorption wave remains stationary in zone IV, while its desorption wave stands in zone II. Solute B adsorption wave lies in zone III, adsorption wave lies in zone III, and its desorption wave stands in zone I, as represented in Figure 2 . In this Figure, A, means low-affinity mixture; B, high-affinity mixture; D means solvent flow; E, extract flow; F, feed flow; and R, raffinate flow. Due to the complexity of the SMB process, simulations are necessary at many stages in the development of a specific application. To perform such simulations, several models from literature (Ching et al., 1994 ) can be used. There are two main approaches to the modeling of an SMB. In the first one the SMB is represented by an equivalent true moving bed (Ching et al., 1991; Lu and Ching, 1997; Lehoucq et al., 2000) . This approach results in a set of ordinary differentials equations that results in a mathematical problem, and lost information about intrinsic dynamic behavior of the SMB, limiting the understanding process and the application of those models for process control (Dünnebier et al., 1998) . The second approach consists of a dynamic modeling, which considers separately each column and the real successive switch positions in the process. In this case, a chromatographic model is chosen for each individual of SMB column. With the ideal plug flow model, an analytical solution was proposed (Zhong and Guiochon, 1996) , but the results pointed that mass transfer effects can not be, in many practical applications, neglected, so numerical simulations were indispensable. A fast and accurate resolution scheme, using a closed-form solution, was proposed by Dünnebier et al. (1998) . However, when a general rate model is used to represent the mass transfer in each column, almost all authors use the orthogonal collocation technique to solve the problem (Ching et al., 1991; Mallmann et al., 1998; Toumi et al., 2003; Yu and Ching, 2003) . The aim of this work was to develop an alternative numerical resolution strategy for the dynamic prevision of linear adsorption processes in a multicomponent SMB system, using a general rate model. An adsorption process evolution was computationally determined for a system containing compound mixture, using a hybrid method. Based on Cremasco et al. (2003) , the liquid concentration inside the particles was found analytically and it was related with the liquid bed concentration using Duhamel's theorem. The solution for the liquid bed concentration was found numerically, instead of analytically. The results from the hybrid resolution were compared with the experimental ones from literature.
THEORY
The modeling strategy chosen to represent the SMB process consisted of a dynamic modeling, where each column was modeled individually by a general rate model. In order to obtain this mathematical model, some assumptions must be made: the flow rates are constant in each zone; the transversal cross section is constant for and through column; radial dispersion can be neglected; the axial dispersion coefficient is a function of solute and flow rate; the external mass transfer resistance is considered; solid phase is composed of small spheres of uniform radius; the mobile phase is a dilute solution, so that Henry's law can be used to describe the sorbate uptake; the pore diffusion model describes the intra-particle transport mechanism; no chemical reaction occurs; initial concentration inside the column (liquid and resin) is zero. Based on the previous hypotheses, the adsorption process can be described by the following set of equations, for each solute in each column.
Solid Phase
where q is the solute concentration in the liquid phase inside the particle pores (volume fraction ε p ), Cp is the solute concentration on the solid (volume fraction 1-ε p ) , and indices , i and j, refer to column and solute, respectively.
Fluid Phase
where C is the solute concentration in the fluid phase (volume fraction ε), and Ra is the rate of adsorption/desorption of solute by the solid, by reactor volume unit, which is expressed as
Using equation (2) in (1) and (4), results in:
The initial and boundary conditions that describe the adsorption process are expressed as follows 
The convective mass transfer coefficient is calculated by (Wilson and Geankoplis, 1966) , with Sherwood number and molecular mass Peclet number for a particle defined by, respectively:
and the axial dispersion coefficient calculated from (Athalye, 1992) ,
NUMERICAL RESOLUTION
The resolution method used in this work was a hybrid method based on previous work, in which was developed for the prediction of breakthrough curves for the adsorption of a single compound (Cremasco et al., 2003) . The intra-particle liquid solute concentration was found analytically and correlated to the liquid bed concentration through Duhamel's theorem. The use of this theorem resulted in an equation connecting the intraparticle liquid concentration, q, to the liquid bed concentration, C. This correlation is expressed as
where θ is the dimensionless solution of the problem established by Eq. (5), initial condition (7), and boundary conditions (8) and (9); t, is time, and τ, the integrating variable. However, in order to express Ra, it is more convenient to use the average concentration,θ , defined as (Cremasco, 1998) 
Substituting the analytic solution into the previous equation results in:
were the modified Fourier mass number, molecular Biot number, and n γ are defined by:
[ ]
Using the average concentration, θ , and Duhamel's theorem, Eq. (6) can be rearranged to obtain
The Eq. (24) is introduced into Eq. (3), which is numerically solved by a first-order discretization method. As result, linear tridiagonal sets of equations have to be solved, which is accomplished using the Thomas' algorithm. All algebraic sets of equations have to be solved simultaneously in order to calculate the column entrance concentration in the next time step using of Eqs. (12). To do so, it is easier to work with a fixed time integration step, ∆t, and a calculated spatial step, i j z ∆ . Also, in the physical process, one can assume that the past concentration in the column will not influence the rate of adsorption at the actual time. Mathematically, the derivative in Eq. (24) tends to zero when τ tends to zero. For this reason, the integral in this equation is estimated is estimated using calculated values from the beginning of the past switching period, until the actual time. This allows us to diminish the computing time and the memory used. Note also that at each switching there will be a change in the position of the columns in the system (zone), and that their boundary conditions are continuously changing.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical results were obtained for Taxol ® separation from three impurities in a four zones SMB, each zone being composed of one column. The physical parameters of the solutes are presented in Table 1 , while the different operating conditions explored in the experiments and simulations are summarized in Table 2 . The simulated curves were confronted with the experimental ones. The average experimental solute concentrations in each collected sample were determined from HPLC. The experimental, and computational, elution curves were based on the average product concentration, where each data point was taken at an interval of time equal to t switch /2.
The comparisons are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for Run 1 and 2 respectively, Figures 5 and 6 show the solutes concentration distributions in the mass-transfer zones at the cyclic-steady state. Figure 3a showed that after switching three times the valves position, the Tr21 was already reaching the cyclic steady-state in the raffinate. At the cyclic steady-state, the average concentration was constant along the time. For the two other compounds present in the raffinate, the experimental result seemed to attain the cyclic steady-state before the end of the experiment. Yet, the simulated curve did not arrive at the cyclic steady-state. In Figure 3b , only the Tr10 did not attain the cyclic steady-state. In the extract, almost all the numerical curves were above the experimental results. Those discrepancies might be due to some deviation of the parameter from the values presented in Table 1 , due to some imprecision in the determination of those parameters. It could also be possible that the deviation between experimental and simulated results were due to flow rates deviation from the values presented in Table 2 , due to the limitation imposed by the pump precision. Figure 4 showed that the simulated curves ( Fig. 3  and 4 ) acceptably predicted the overall SMB behavior. Note that the experimental precision are not presented in Figures 3 and 4 because they are not known, so that they might also explain the discrepancies between the simulated and experimental results. These results were obtained in 83 and 65 min for Run 1 and Run 2, respectively.
Figures 5 and 6 were obtained through the simulation's results. Figure 5 showed that desorption waves of Taxol ® , Tr21 e Tr18 were in zone II. Tr21 adsorption wave was in zone IV, while Tr18 and Taxol ® adsorption waves were in between zone III and IV, for Tr10, the adsorption wave was in zone III and desorption wave in zone I. The possible flow rates imprecision could explain the deviation of the result from the expected curves, where Tr18 and Taxol ® adsorption waves should remain in zone IV. In Figure 6 , all the adsorption and desorption waves were in the zone where they were expected by the standing wave theory, showing that the separation occurred properly.
CONCLUSIONS
The hybrid method for the numerical simulation of SMB presented in this paper, offered satisfactory predictive results in a short time in comparison to the physical separation process. Still, discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental curves appeared. These were most likely due to some experimental errors, which might be deviation of the flow rates from the expected ones, or imprecision in the mass-transfer and equilibrium parameters. The main limitation of this approach was the fact that Duhamel´s theorem was only applicable to linear PDE with linear initial and boundary conditions. On the other hand, the comparison between the experimental and model results indicated that the method was efficient and easy to apply, solving the problem in a very short computational time to a complex mixture separation process, such as SMB technique and taxanes mixture. Greek letters ε -bed porosity, -; p ε -particle porosity, -, θ -dimensioneless concentration, -.
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